
HIST 126 Concurrent Enrollment United States History Summer Assignment  

Welcome!  I am excited you have decided to take History 126/127. This course will move at a fast pace, 
first semester alone we will cover Native Americans before European contact all the way through the 
Civil War.  We will be jumping straight into content when the school year starts and will continue with 
that pace through the end of the semester.  Please understand that the course is taught very similar to a 
freshman/sophomore level college course.  The reading, writing, and analytical demands that are placed 
on you over the year are substantial.  We will move through content quickly during the school year thus 
it would be helpful to complete your film reviews before school begins. The film reviews will be due 
August 23rd. 

 

The textbook that we will be using next year is America: A Concise History 6th edition.  There is a volume 
1, volume 2 and a combined volume.  For the year we use the combined volume, a picture of the book is 
below.  The school library has books you can checkout.  If you want to write or highlight in your book 
please order your own copy.  They are around $40 used on Amazon.   

 

 

 

I am very excited to work with you next year.  Please e-mail me with any questions that you may have, I 
will check my e-mail periodically over the summer.  My e-mail address is amoore@salidaschools.org 

 
 
 
 
 



Critical Film Review 

This assignment is designed to supplement your knowledge of a particular historical period, person(s), 
event, or institution through the analysis of a related film.  This is an opportunity to experience a richer 
encounter with history, as well as connect the rise of cinema as a prominent facet of American cultural 
history.   

Historical films open up history to people.  Films provide viewers a unique insight to events that we may 
never have the opportunity to experience.  Although no move can be entirely accurate, when done well, 
filmmakers can immerse audiences into a world lost in time, captivating our attention and connection 
our understanding to history beyond the classroom. 

For the film reviews you are responsible for critically viewing the work, evaluating historical accuracy, 
and writing an overall evaluation following the guidelines provided.  You will be expected to complete 3 
film reviews a semester.  You can only choose one film per section.  Film Reviews will count for a 
summative grade, one per semester.  Please follow the Film Review Format. 

Please note some of the films are rated “R.”  You must have parental consent prior to viewing. “R” 
ratings are primarily for language and/or violence.  Your reviews are due Thursday August 23rd. 

Colonial Era – Foundations of America (1492-1820s) 

John Adams (2008) – HBO series of John Adams 
Last of the Mohicans (1992) – French and Indian War (R) 
The Crucible (1996) – Salem witch trials; Puritans (PG13) 
The Patriot (2000) – Revolutionary War (R) 
Amistad (1997) – Trans Atlantic Slave Trade (R) (Includes nudity & racial violence) 
 
Jacksonian Democracy – Reconstruction (1824-1877) 
 
Gettysburg (1993) – A decisive battle of the Civil War (PG) 
Glory (1998) – Civil War; African-American regiment 54th Massachusetts (R) 
Gone with the Wind (1939) – Antebellum and Civil War South (PG) 
Lincoln (2012) – President Lincoln & the Civil War (R) 
12 Years a Slave (2013) – Slavery’s toll on slave and master (R) 
 
Immigration & American Frontier (1800’s) 
 
Gangs of New York (2002) – Civil War era cities and immigrants (R) 
Far & Away (1992) – Immigration & Western Frontier Land Grab (PG13) 
Tombstone (1993) – Law & Order on the Western Frontier (R) 
True Grit (2010) – Law & Order on the Western Frontier (PG13) 
Wyatt Earp (1994) – Law & Order on the Western Frontier (PG13) 
Little Big Man (1970) – Sand Creek Massacre (PG) 
 
 
 



Film Review Format 
 

Name 
Date Submitted  

Title of Film (Year Produced) 
Genre 
Director 
Main Actors 
Awards (nominations or wins) 
 
The Truth: 
Research the true history of the historical event, person(s), time period, or institution portrayed in the 
film.  You may want to begin with a film review site for an overview of the film, but this site will NOT 
provide you with the historical background or content needed to complete the review assignment.  For 
research you can use print or online resources 
 
The Film: 
Plot: Write a synopsis, or summary, of the film.  Make sure that your summary makes sense to a reader 
who does not know the movie.  Do not refer to specific scenes and do not try to explain everything.  This 
section should not be as long as “The Truth” section.  
 
You must also include the next items, but not as different parts (they may be included in your 
description of the story) 

Place and Time: Where does the action take place? When does the action take place? (Present 
time, 19th century) Is the story chronological or flashback 

 Background: society, country, kind of people (age, culture, social class), historical time, etc. 
 
Comparison & Evaluation: 
To what extend is the film historically accurate? Identify specific accuracies and director’s liberties with 
the film. How has the film furthered your knowledge of the history portrayed?  
 
Provide an evaluation of the film.  Give your opinion, but it must be more than “I liked it.” This is 
important as the reviewer can express the elements of the movie they enjoyed or disliked.  However, as 
in all good journalism, the reviewer should also give impartial details, and allow the reader to make their 
own mind over an issue the reader liked or disliked.  Opinions should be explained to allow the reader to 
determine whether they would agree with your opinion. 
 
FYI 
Important note of writing: The reader understands you are writing this review; therefore do NOT use 1st 
or 2nd person personal pronouns (I, me, us, we, you). This is a formal writing assignment be sure to check 
your work for grammar, usage, mechanics, and spelling errors. 
 
Plagiarism: 
Plagiarism is never ok. Do NOT copy another writer’s work. All reviews are to be typed, single spaced, 
and are subject to submission to online plagiarism checkers.  Students will receive a grade of 0% on work 
that is plagiarized and parent phone call. 
 
All resources must be cited, MLA format.  


